There are unique moments in our lives. One is when we discover that nothing will be the same as before. An adventure with friends. The first passion. The first kiss. Choose a profession, a college. Realize that the world is much bigger than our home, our neighborhood, our school.

In 2010, we were born with the mission of showing the world that Brazil is much more than the samba, carnival and football trilogy. We wanted to show students from all over the world who Brazil really is. But we also wanted to show Brazilian students that the world is very big, that experiencing new experiences and cultures different from ours can change the course of our lives. We wanted to show and prove that all of this can be part of the training and education process of every individual. And we did it.

Over the past ten years, we have become the element that makes, promotes and sustains the connection between students, teachers, educational institutions, companies, problems, solutions, questions and answers. We understand that it is our mission to offer educational institutions the opportunity to fill this invisible gap in the curriculum. We also understand that our goal is to offer students the opportunity to develop a real vision on global issues, a small part of that moment that will create new references and the motivation to make our future bigger than we imagine and, the world, a better place.

We believe that it is through experience and diversity of ideas, opinions and social relationships that we build our references. We believe that life experiences go beyond books, classrooms, the web. That is why we exist, to lead you through a real and true experience that can change your worldview, which will make you a transformative agent.

We are here to guide you through experiences that go beyond. That transform your vision, your mission, your world.

campusb to go beyond